
NOS PCs Difficulty 

Level

Question Text Answer Choice 1 Answer Choice 2 Answer Choice 3 Answer Choice 4 Correct 

Answer

PC16. identify and follow 

specific requirements for housekeeping 

activities in different parts of the work area 

assigned

MEDIUM You have been assigned a duty in the laundry room. 

Which of the following tasks should be completed by 

you?

A. Getting all the bedsheets washed and ironed

B. Repairing any faults in the washing machines

C. Disposing off any torn bedsheets/pillow covers

A and C A and B B and C A, B and C Choice 1

PC5. identify requirement of PPE to be used EASY Which of these PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) 

should be used while carrying out housekeeping 

activities?

Apron Head/hair protection Gloves All of the given options Choice 4

PC3. identify the types of surfaces to be 

cleaned such

as wood, plastic, ceramic, stone, fabric, 

vinyl, fixtures, furniture, lights, HVAC, 

windows, doors, mirrors, floors, bins, 

partitions, carpets, wash basin or closet

EASY Which of the following is NOT an example of a hard 

surface?

Tiles Carpet Marble Wood Choice 2

PC23. follow the correct procedures to deal 

with any lost property or unattended items

MEDIUM Arrange the following in the order you will follow if a 

guest has forgotten his/her phone in the waiting area.

1. Give the person his/her phone

2. Try to contact the person and keep the phone safe 

with you

3. Verify that the correct person has come to receive 

the phone

4. Make an entry of the person in the 'lost & found' 

register and then hand over phone 

2>3>4>1 4>3>2>1 2>4>3>1 4>2>3>1 Choice 1

PC17.     Follow any relevant codes of 

practice to make sure to protect oneself and 

others throughout the process

e.g. Put-up appropriate signage

EASY Choose the signage that you should use while mopping 

the floor.

Choice 1

PC2.       Choose a method of removing the 

dust and debris that is right for the floor 

and the amount of dust and debris involved

EASY                   is the most appropriate method of cleaning 

dust from floors.

Shampooing Sweeping Steam cleaning All of the given options Choice 2

NOS2 : PC18 - 

PC44 010

PC18. choose equipment and cleaning 

agents that are suitable for the surface

MEDIUM How can you remove stains from a metal surface 

without damaging it?

By wiping it with a dry cloth By wiping it with a wet cloth By scrubbing the stain with a metal 

mesh

By wiping the stain with water and 

vinegar

Choice 4

PC1. Remove loose dust and debris making 

sure it spreads as little as possible

EASY A vacuum cleaner can be used for cleaning in case the 

floor is covered with layers of dust and debris. 

TRUE FALSE Choice 1

PC8. make sure that furnished areas are 

free from unpleasant smells

EASY Which of the following will you check after moving a 

furniture set from the store room to the common area. 

A. The furniture is properly cleaned

B. There is no smell coming from the furniture

Only A Only B Neither A nor B Both A and B Choice 4

NOS3 : PC18 - 

PC34 010

PC10.     Scrape off anything that is stuck on 

to the furniture and fittings

MEDIUM Which of the following can you use to scrape off 

chewing gum from one of the tables of a hotel room?

Acetone Ice cubes Vegetable Oil All of the given options Choice 4

THC/N0209

Prepare for 

manual 

housekeeping

NOS1 : PC1 - 

PC27 220

N0211

NOS2 : PC1 - 

PC17 200

NOS3 : PC1 - 

PC10 200



PC12. store the cleaning equipment 

correctly and safely after use

EASY What should be done with the cleaning equipment 

after use?

Replace it with new equipment Immerse it in a bucket of water Place it back properly at its 

respective places

Store it in any corner of the room Choice 3

PC8.       Choose   the   right   cleaning   

equipment   and materials for the area 

being cleaned

EASY ________ can be used for deep cleaning of the floor of 

the hotel room.

Screen cleaning solution Phenyl Petroleum Jelly Shampoo Choice 2

PC4. spot and report any faults e.g. lights 

not working, damage to furniture and 

fixtures etc. in the area to the appropriate 

member of staff

MEDIUM What will you do if you notice that continuous water 

leakage in one of the washrooms lead to a short-

circuit?

A. Update the maintenance register with both the 

issues.

B. Repair the water leakage yourself

C. Disconnect the entire electricity connection of the 

hotel to prevent further damage 

Only A Only B A and C Only C Choice 1

PC8. change waste bags regularly and 

promptly when full and to avoid foul smell

EASY What is the purpose of the black polythene given in the 

following image?

To prevent the dustbin from coming 

in direct contact with the garbage

For carrying and dumping waste 

easily 

To easily mange the messy and wet 

waste

All of the given options Choice 4

PC3. collect waste according to instruction 

without causing any spillage or clutter

EASY The waste bin/bag should always be kept open for 

convenience. 

TRUE FALSE Choice 2

PC4. sort out and segregate waste 

according to type, making sure it is handled 

safely

MEDIUM Which of the following is an appropriate example of dry 

waste?

Left over food Peels and scrapings from fruit and 

vegetables

Coffee grindings & tea bags Broken glass pieces Choice 4

PC8. ensure clearing of any spillage EASY What should be your course of action in case you notice 

a spillage?

Complain about this to the hotel 

owner

Clear it immediately using the 

correct equipment

Ignore the situation Use a clean and tidy bed sheet to 

clean the spillage 

Choice 2

PC9. inform first-line supervisor for any 

replacements or dangers identified in the 

kitchen

MEDIUM You sense/smell that there is gas leakage while crossing 

the kitchen. What will you do?

A. Contact the kitchen supervisor

B. Disconnect the electricity connection of nearby 

rooms

C. Ask the security person to keep a fire extinguisher 

ready

A, B and C A and B B and C A and B Choice 1

PC11.     Adopt the most suitable method of 

presentation

EASY Which of the following is the most appropriate way of 

setting up a bed?

Choice 3

PC6. record unfinished tasks in the log book EASY You were helping a guest find his/her lost item and so 

couldn't finish the day's work. What will you do?

Ask one of your friends to complete 

the work for you

Ask the guest to do the work for you Ignore the work as the delay was 

not because of your mistake

Mark the tasks as 'unfinished' in the 

log book and also mention the 

reason

Choice 4

PC9. report any incidents and accidents 

which need to be brought to the notice of 

superiors

EASY What will you do on noticing that an expensive flask is 

missing from a particular hotel room?

Report to your supervisor Report to the nearest police station Report this to the hotel owner Report this to the receptionist Choice 1

NOS4 : PC1 - 

PC16 210

NOS5 : PC1 - 

PC14 210

NOS6 : PC1 - 

PC15 110

NOS7 : PC1 - 

PC20 300



PC14. maintain the etiquette, use polite 

language, demonstrate responsible and 

disciplined behaviours to the colleagues

EASY Which of the following will NOT help in effective 

communication with your colleagues?

Use of polite language Being egoistic Disciplined behaviour Responsible behaviour Choice 2

PC22. communicate with the customers in a 

polite, professional and friendly manner

EASY A customer enquired about the spa facility at the hotel. 

What will you do in case such a facility is not available 

at your hotel?

Ask your manager to provide the 

spa facility that the customer is 

asking for

Provide complimentary coupons of a 

nearby spa centre at your own 

expense

Suggest some other hotels where 

the spa facility is available

Politely tell the customer that the 

spa facility is not available at your 

hotel

Choice 4

PC34. ensure to respond back to the 

customer immediately for their voice 

messages, e-mails, etc.

EASY What will you do if a customer mistakenly sends you an 

email (and not the manager/receptionist) to book a 

room?

Take a print out of the mail and 

hand it over to the manager after 

the duty

Book the room in your own name Forward the mail immediately to the 

receptionist

Ignore the mail Choice 3

PC36.   seek feedback from the customers 

on their understanding to what was 

discussed

MEDIUM Which of the following can be asked from a customer 

while taking feedback for the hotel?

A. Whether the services were as promised 

B. Whether he/she will recommend the hotel to his/her 

friends and relatives

C. Whether he/she wants to buy the hotel 

A and B B and C A and C A, B and C Choice 1

NOS9 : PC1 - 

PC13

PC8. maintain fair and high standards of 

practice

MEDIUM What all aspects will you keep in mind while serving the 

hotel as well as the customers?

A. Working overtime in off-season

B. Working with efficiency and up-to the required 

standards all throughout the year

C. Keeping your pace of work high during the festive 

season

A and B B and C A and C A, B and C Choice 2

PC17. maintain well groomed personality EASY Which among the following is not a grooming standard 

for housekeeping staff?

Wearing a clean uniform Being clean shaven or having a 

kempt beard

Wearing unpolished shoes Having well trimmed Hair Choice 3

PC20. provide small gifts as token of 

appreciation and thanks giving to the 

customer

EASY What will you choose if your manager wants you to give 

a token of remembrance/thanks to some foreign 

guests?

Some dish of their country Souvenirs from local tourist spots Mocktails None of the given options Choice 2

PC1. educate the tourists, employers and 

the colleagues at workplace on women 

rights and the respect that is to be given to 

them

EASY A co-worker should be explained politely if he/she is 

biased against female attendants.

TRUE FALSE Choice 1

PC9. ensure the quality of facilities and 

services offered cater to the needs of every 

individual, be it man, woman, child, 

particularly the very young and the aged

EASY What source of entertainment can be provided to 

children at the hotel?

Play area Swimming pool Gaming zone All of the given options Choice 4

PC9. ensure the quality of facilities and 

services offered cater to the needs of every 

individual, be it man, woman, child, 

particularly the very young and the aged

EASY Which of the following should be kept in the utility 

store at all times?

Basic medicines Porridge and ORS Sanitary Napkins All of the given options Choice 4

PC3. ensure that the trash cans or waste 

collection points are cleared everyday

EASY How frequently should trash cans or waste collection 

points be cleared?

Only when someone asks you to 

clear the trash bin

Once a week Everyday Till the trash can is not overloaded Choice 3

NOS8 : PC1 - 

PC37 310

NOS9 : PC14 - 

PC32

NOS10 : PC1 - 

PC25

NOS11 : PC1 - 

PC31



PC13.  ensure to clean the store areas with 

appropriate materials and procedures

MEDIUM Match the following items with the purpose they are 

used for.

A. 

B. 

C. 

1. For wiping the glass panels

2. To vacuum clean surfaces

3. For dusting the furniture and the windows

A->3

B->1

C->2

A->1

B->3

C->2

A->3

B->2

C->1

A->2

B->3

C->1

Choice 1

PC33. ensure zero accident at workplace EASY One should ensure an accident free workplace. TRUE FALSE Choice 1

PC24. ensure the workers have access to 

first aid kit when needed

MEDIUM Which of these can be applied in case of a cut during 

first aid treatment?

Oil Butter Milk Antiseptic liquid (Dettol) Choice 4

THC/N0211 

Manually clean 

Floor wash 

Restrooms

PC26.     Clean the surrounding floors, walls, 

mirrors and other surfaces

Difficult _________________ can be used to clean glass and 

mirrors

News paper Nylon Cloth Shampoo Machine Wet mop Choice1

NOS12 : PC1 - 

PC34

NOS11 : PC1 - 

PC31


